
The Pre-Prep children mixed 
up a wonderful start to the 
Christmas celebrations this week 
with their performance of ‘Mix Up 
Christmas’. They told the story 
of three chefs who have to work 
out the ingredients for a perfect 
Christmas after the recipe their 
Head Chef has given them gets 
covered in pasta sauce.  Despite 
mixing in items such as presents, 
Christmas trees and even Father 
Christmas (to name but a few) the 
mixture doesn’t taste quite right 
until some carol singers tell the 
chefs the story of a special night 
in Bethlehem. The children have 
worked so hard in rehearsals, 
hugely impressing their teachers 
with their commitment, and on 
the day every child performed 
beautifully, enthusiastically 
singing, dancing (and mixing) their 
way through the show in front of 
a very appreciative audience.  
Well done to Pre-Prep - you were 
MAGNIFIQUE! 
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LPWA Christmas Fair

LPW was buzzing with a 
wonderfully festive atmosphere 
at our LPWA Christmas Fair last 
week. Santa and his elf helper 
were busy in the Grotto.

The school is so lucky to have 
such a supportive parent body and 
our thanks go to our new LPWA 
chairs Jane, Sandi and Karen, who 
have taken on the baton from our 
retiring parents who did such a 
fabulous job for the LPWA.

Sophie W (Year 7) recently attended a Worthing 
Town Council Meeting to support the presentation 
of a petition requesting that Worthing become a 
plastic-free town. She is pictured above at the 
Council Chambers with Dr Beccy Cooper. 

We now have a team of passionate advocates 
for the environment in Year 7 and, following 
Sophie’s initiative, they are working together to 
inspire their peers to be more environmentally 
conscious and thereby make a difference. We are 
looking forward to hearing their suggestions.

Making a 
Difference:
Year 7 team 
begin work on
how our school 
community can 
improve the  
environment

Year Two made Christmas 
Turkey Burger Sliders with Kenny 
Tutt, Masterchef winner 2018. 
Here they are enjoying the results 
of their efforts. 

The Years 4 & 5 coding club went to the Apple Store 
in Brighton’s Churchill Square to test their programming 
skills. They used block coding to control Sphero robots 
in lots of different ways. They were quick to understand 
the instructions they needed to give their Spheros, 
using the Apple Store iPads, to enable the robots to 
navigate their way around a course set up in the Store. 

The children received participation certificates and 
are looking forwards to further events we hope to plan 
later in the school year.

LPW Coders try out programming

Masterchef Kenny returns

Our wonderful Nursery angels!



Pre-Prep Head Teacher Awards

Week ending 23 11 18

Reception
Dylan for his super-safe weather forecast for a foggy day
Elodie for using tools and making a ‘sewing’ picture
Esmee for her fantastic crocodile mask
Ethan for his ‘wind twirly’ and great problem-solving skills
Peaches for beautiful name writing with cursive letters
Year 1
Charlotte for being such a good role model with her behaviour
Dylan for working so hard and producing fantastic, neat work
Olivia for being such a kind and caring person
Year 2
Faye for excellent topic work on island buildings
Fraser for excellent topic work on island buildings
Misha for super subtraction work and for practising at home

Week ending 30 11 18
Reception
Damian for his enthusiasm with his reading
Eithne for being so helpful and tidying up
Emily for her independence in the classroom
Francesca for amazing writing
Jasper for his enthusiasm for everything!
Year 1
Beau for beautiful singing 
Charlotte for beautiful singing
Theo for beautiful singing
Year 2
Freddie for diplomatically organising an activity for his friends
Jonathan for being ‘master of the blanket stitch’
Sam for good improvisation when being interviewed

Week ending 07 12 18
Reception
Autumn for fantastic reading
Millie for fantastic reading
Mathilda for fantastic reading
Ben for his excellent map and for writing captions
Hattie her super focus and concentration
Year 1
Cooper for superb story writing
Leah for superb story writing
Thomas for excellent problem solving
Year 2
Max for super sewing
Fraser for helping his friends
Harrison for adding two 2 digit numbers

Prep Head Teacher Awards

Week ending 23 11 18
Year 3
Lucas K for imaginative and adventurous Stone Age delving deeper homework
Mairead C for imaginative and adventurous Stone Age delving deeper homework
Oliver E for imaginative and adventurous Stone Age delving deeper homework
Orson W for imaginative and adventurous Stone Age delving deeper homework
Regan C for imaginative and adventurous Stone Age delving deeper homework
Sebastiaan K for imaginative and adventurous Stone Age delving deeper homework
Tianna M for imaginative and adventurous Stone Age delving deeper homework

Year 4
Martha M Excellent crafting shown when producing an authentic Greek mosaic

Year 5
Amelia G for using familiar French imaginatively in her French speaking test

Joseph M For showing incredible imagination in crafting in a range of History 
homeworks

Joshua E for using focused preparation in his French speaking test
Logan B for using focused preparation in his French speaking test
Misha S for using familiar French imaginatively in her French speaking test
Sophia B for being brave and adventurous in French speaking test

Year 6
Erin M for using focused preparation in her French speaking test
Izzy B for using  familiar French imaginatively in her French speaking test
Piper S for using recent vocabulary imaginatively in her French speaking test

Tilly L for using focused preparation to be adventurous in her French speaking 
test

Year 7
Bragnae N–W for using focused preparation in her French speaking test
Cal N for reflecting upon his first draft to improve enormously in French
Edward Z for using familiar French imaginatively in his French speaking test
Grace C for using familiar French to be imaginative and adventurous
Grace S for delving deeper and focused preparation for her French speaking test
Jessica S for using focused preparation in her French speaking test
Nerea K-M for using familiar French to be imaginative and adventurous
Noa S–P for using familiar French to be imaginative and adventurous

Week ending 30 11 18
Year 4
Kaylee B for being a resilient and focused learner in maths
Oliver S for consistently challenging himself to be an independent learner in maths

Year 5
Amelie K–M for using familiar French imaginatively in her French speaking test

Year 6

Albert M For being a real relating Red fox, collaborating and being open minded 
when creating a poem to be proud of!

Eddie B For singing with unwavering focus and collaborating beautifully in carols
Huxley A For singing with unwavering focus and collaborating beautifully in carols
Lewis B For singing with unwavering focus and collaborating beautifully in carols
Morgan J For singing with unwavering focus and collaborating beautifully in carols
Piper S For singing with unwavering focus and collaborating beautifully in carols

Tilly L For being a real relating Red fox, collaborating and being open minded 
when creating a poem to be proud of!

  Saxons   857 
  Britons   828
  Celts   828
  Normans   759 

Saxons have finished the term top of the leaderboard with Britons 
and Celts neck and neck in second place. Normans added significantly 
to their previous total. Let’s see what they can do next term!

House Points
Well done!

  Cal on Parade!
The High Sheriff of West Sussex 

recently held an event for the Mayor 
and Junior Mayor of Worthing.

  Cal N in Year 7 is the Sheriff’s step-
grandson and was invited to take part 
in the parade. Cal was very proud to 
carry the ceremonial sword through 
the town and he presented it to the 
vicar at the Town Hall.

Jonah McL shows off his swordmanship skills
Jonah in Year 6 fences on 

Fridays at school with Paul 
Beasley and also fences on a 
Sunday with Worthing Fencing 
Club. 

Mr Beasley recently organised 
a tournament hosted by the 
Tunbridge Wells Individual and 
School Team (TWIST) and invited 
Jonah to attend. On the day, he 
represented LPW (in a scratch 
team with some other children).

Jonah’s team beat the team 
who came second but narrowly 
missed out on a medal and came 
fourth overall.

In his individual stages, he won 
seven of his matches, drew one 
and lost four. Many of those he was competing against were three or 
four years older than him so we are very proud of his achievements.


